POLICE CIRCULAR ORDER No. 139

Experience has shown that the districts/establishments do not come up with necessary particulars for the police personnel; or their relatives attacked with mental disease and requiring admission/treatment in the mental hospital at Ranchi. As result the matter gets unnecessary delayed in obtaining the required information from the districts/units concerned and by the time a seat is made available according to the priority of booking the case becomes more serious.

It is, therefore, suggested that when any such case comes to notice in future the district/unit concerned should come up with an application complete with the particulars given below to expedite the matter.

1. A certificate from the Civil Surgeon or the attending physician countersigned by the Civil Surgeon of the district concerned that the person is suffering from the mental disease should be attached to the application form.

2. The relationship of the applicant to the patient suffering and how far the patient is authorised for free treatment at Government cost in the mental hospital.

3. If the patient is not entitled to receive free treatment at Government cost whether the applicant is capable of treating the patient at his own cost in the paying beds and if so the class of admission. The following three classes of paying beds are available in the Mental Hospital at Ranchi:—

   Class I at Rs. 100 per month
   Class II at Rs 55 per month
   Class III at Rs. 35 per month

4. Period of suffering and course of treatment already given

   (Previous Police Circular Order No. 2 of 1961)